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MADE IN ITALY



STRENGHTS

ELECTRIC BROOM / MULTIFUNCTION 
CARPET CLEANER

  wall to wall carpet
- Lightweight, quiet, user-friendly
- digital motor
- 36V-6Ah lithium ion battery 
- 3 speeds with LED lights
- Accessories on board and deluxe
  accessory kit available

  and delicate rugs 
- M30e power nozzle
- Encapsulation carpet cleaning
  system (optional)

TOTAL PROGRAMMING

LITHIUM ION BATTERY 
AND BRUSHLESS MOTOR

Finally, the absence of a cord allows 
greater mobility and doubles 
productivity. Thanks to the new 

have reduced energy consumption 
by about 50% while improving 
performance when compared to 
brushed motors, allowing to reach 
60 minutes of non-stop operation.

Thanks to the sophisticated electronic 
control, all the functions of the machine 
can be selected: 3 speeds, 
2-motor function, suction motor only, 
brush motor only, full bag indicator, 3 
LEDs indicating battery charge level 
with automatic shut-off.
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FULL ACCESSORY KIT
DIGITAL VERSION

ACCESSORY KIT
eco GREEN VERSION

STAIRS CLEANING

Thanks to its lightness and the 
practical central handle, Valzer 

    
 

    
to the patented M29R brush 
tool with self-cleaning central 
bristles.
For delicate floors, a felt base
(optional) can be attached to 
the brush tool.

MULTIFUNCTION CARPET 
CLEANER

Valzer Digital Pro can be equipped with the 
M30e 36V power nozzle (optional) for deep 
cleaning of all types of carpets and rugs. By 
simply installing our exclusive converter, the 
M30e power nozzle adapts to clean, brighten, 
remove stains and revitalize dingy matted 
carpets and rugs. Mattresses can be sanitized 
using a soft brush roller (optional kit). Thanks 
to its 4000-rpm convergent brush and power 
suction, deeply embedded debris is fully 
removed restoring mattresses to a factory-
fresh condition.

Digital Pro is also an ideal 
machine for cleaning stairs.
Perfect 360° suction thanks 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS Valzer Digital Pro Valzer eco GREEN
Working width – vacuum/brush mm (in)
Working capacity sqm/h (sqft/h)
Bag capacity (three-layer microfibre bag - lt.)
On board tools
Voltage/freqyency (V/Hz)
Input power/Rotafil brushless vacuum motor (W)
Power cord length (mt./ft)
Water lift Min. Med. Max power  mm/H2O (in/H2O)
Air volume Min. Med. Max power  lt./sec. (CFM)
Filtration level Hepa H13 at 0.3 μ (standard)
Battery charger
Run-time Min. Med. Max power (min.)
Battery recharging time (min.)
Battery check with charge level indicator
Electronic temperature and overload control
Full bag/over temperature 
Noise level Min. Med. Max. power db(A)
Total weight Kg (lb)
Dimensions W x L x H  mm (in)
Power Nozzle (optional)
Input power (W)
Working width – vacuum/brush  mm (in)
Working capacity sqm/h (sqft/h)
Center convergent bristles brush speed (RPM)
Cogged drive belt
Electronic speed and overload control
Weight kg (lb)

 

 

290 (11.4)
520 (5597)

3
Standard

36 DC
340

-
1300-1540-1560 (51.2-60.6-61.4)

29-34-40 (61.4-72-84.7)
99.97%

41V DC - 4A
60 - 50 - 40

90
Standard
Standard

Auto cut OFF
62-63-65

5.0 (11) with battery
290x180x1230 (11.4x7.1x48.4)

290 (11.4)
520 (5597)

3
Standard

220-240/50-60
700

12.5 (41)
2000 (78.7)

51 (108)
99.97%

-
Non stop

-
-
-

Standard
69

4.4 (9.7)
290x180x1230 (11.4x7.1x48.4)

M30e 36V
120

300/270 (11.8/10.6)

4000
Standard
Standard
2.4 (5.3)

M30e
150

300/270 (11.8/10.6)

5000
540 (5812.5) 540 (5812.5)

Standard
Standard
2.4 (5.3)

DISTRIBUTOR / DEALER

Lindhaus srl reserves the right to make any changes without prior notice


